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HIGHLIGHTS

- The Influence of roadside barriers on the near-road air quality was investigated.
- RANS technique coupled with the $k-\varepsilon$ realizable turbulence model was utilized.
- Vegetation barrier depending on LAD can improve or deteriorate the air quality.
- The dense canopy can improve the near-road air quality by inducing vertical mixing.
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ABSTRACT

The current study evaluates the influence of roadside solid and vegetation barriers on the near-road air quality. Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) technique coupled with the $k-\varepsilon$ realizable turbulence model is utilized to investigate the flow pattern and pollutant concentration. A scalar transport equation is solved for a tracer gas to represent the roadway pollutant emissions. In addition, a broad range of turbulent Schmidt numbers are tested to calibrate the scalar transport equation. Three main scenarios including flat terrain, solid barrier, and vegetative barrier are studied. To validate numerical methodology, predicted pollutant concentration is compared with published wind tunnel data. Results show that the solid barrier induces an updraft motion and lofts the vehicle emission plume. Therefore, the ground-level pollutant concentration decreases compared to the flat terrain. For the vegetation barrier, different sub-scenarios with different vegetation densities ranging from approximately flat terrain to nearly solid barrier are examined. Dense canopies act in a similar manner as a solid barrier and mitigate the pollutant concentration through vertical mixing. On the other hand, the high porosity vegetation barriers reduce the wind speed and lead to a higher pollutant concentration. As the vegetation density increases, i.e. the barrier porosity decreases, the recirculation zone behind the canopy becomes larger and moves toward the canopy. The dense plant canopy with $LAD = 3.33 \text{ m}^2$ can improve the near-road air quality by 10% and high porosity canopy with $LAD = 1 \text{ m}^2$ deteriorates near-road air quality by 15%. The results of this study can be implemented as green infrastructure design strategies by urban planners and forestry organizations.

Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

Exposure to traffic related air pollution leads to public health concerns such as respiratory problems, birth and developmental defects, premature mortality, cardiovascular effects and cancer for populations that live and work in the vicinity of major roadways (Crilley et al., 2017; Friberg et al., 2017; Goel and Kumar, 2016; Pu and Yang, 2014; Venkatram et al., 2013; Zauli Sajani et al., 2016). Therefore, it is critical to tackle these problems by near-road pollutant level mitigation. The near-road air quality can be improved directly by deploying vehicle emission control techniques, using alternative fuels or Electric Vehicles (EV), or via passive pollutant control and roadside configuration design such as solid and vegetative barriers. Passive barriers, in particular, offer other benefits such as noise reduction, shading, aesthetics and ecosystem service.

Several studies have evaluated the influence of solid barriers on near-road air quality (Amini et al., 2016; Baldauf et al., 2016; Hagler...
et al., 2011; Pourzarei and Princevac, 2015; Schulte et al., 2014; Steffens et al., 2014, 2013). Solid barriers induce a significant vertical mixing and shift the plume upward through an induced updraft motion. Therefore, they can improve the air quality by increasing the initial plume dilution and plume height.

Vegetation barriers are inherently more complex compared to the solid barriers. Vegetation is a porous medium consisting of leaves and branches that are permeable to wind. Flow that passes through vegetation is different from flow around solid barriers. Wake extends further downstream and the recirculation zone is far from the vegetation barriers (Gromke, 2011). Finnigan (2000) and Raupach and Thom (1981) reviewed the turbulent flow structure within and around vegetation canopies. The air pollution removal capacity of plant canopies by deposition and filtration mechanisms have been focus of studies by Nowak et al. (2006) and Tallis et al. (2011). Several studies have been devoted to aerodynamics effects of tree canopies on local flow and pollutant concentration in street canyon configurations (Amorim et al., 2013; Buccolieri et al., 2011, 2009; Gromke, 2011; Gromke et al., 2016, 2008; Gromke and Blocken, 2015; Gromke and Ruck, 2012; Li et al., 2016; Pugh et al., 2012). The presence of trees in urban street canyon reduces the circulation, ventilation, and air exchange within canopy, and consequently increases the overall concentration level (Balczó et al., 2009; Salim et al., 2011; Vos et al., 2013; Wania et al., 2012).

Al-Dabbous and Kumar (2014) investigated the impact of roadside vegetation barriers on the airborne nanoparticles and roadside pedestrian’s exposure under varying wind conditions. Their results showed that presence of vegetation barriers reduce particle number concentration by 37% during the cross-road winds. Jeanjean et al. (2015) employed CFD to evaluate the effectiveness of trees at dispersing road traffic emissions on a city scale. Their results showed that trees increase turbulence and wind velocity, consequently reducing ambient concentrations of road traffic emissions by 7% at pedestrian height on average. Steffens et al. (2012) explored the vegetation barriers effects on particle size distributions in a near-road environment. Although effects vary depending on particle size, they found that an increase in leaf area density (LAD) reduces particle concentration. In addition, increasing wind speed leads to particle impaction enhancement and particle diffusion reduction resulting in concentration reduction for particles greater than 50 nm but concentration increase for particles smaller than 50 nm. Hagler et al. (2012) measured roadside structural barrier and thin tree stand impact on near-road ultrafine particle concentrations. Their results showed that solid barrier lowered concentration by approximately 50% but there is no clear trend for vegetative barriers and in some cases, higher concentration is observed behind the vegetative barrier with respect to the flat terrain. However, they recommended other configurations of vegetative barriers, such as greater density and wider buffer. Field measurement by Lin et al. (2016) showed that vegetation barriers with full foliage reduced Ultrafine Particle and CO concentration by 37.7–63.6% and 23.6–56.1%, respectively. But there was no significant reduction in ultrafine particle concentration for the deciduous barrier during winter.

Pollutant concentration behind vegetative barriers can be mitigated by increase in particle deposition and vertical mixing, or it can be increased by windbreak effects behind the barrier, leading to a lower convective and turbulent transport in the barrier wake. Therefore, several studies have shown significant improvement in air quality behind roadside vegetation (Al-Dabbous and Kumar, 2014; Baldauf, 2017; Brantley et al., 2014; Steffens et al., 2012; Tong et al., 2016), while others (De Maerschalck et al., 2008; Hagler et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2016; Setālā et al., 2013) concluded that the roadside vegetation barriers have no effect or even potentially deteriorate near-road air quality. The vegetation density is the major difference among these two groups of studies. The former includes dense, wide, and full foliage canopies, while the latter consist of thin and deciduous canopies.

This study aims to answer this contradiction and provide a clear insight into the flow within and past canopies. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first study that correlates the near-road pollutant concentration with the vegetation density. The current study utilizes Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technique which can play a key role in improving our understanding of the influence of vegetation on the wind flow pattern and air pollutant concentration (Abbjith and Gokhale, 2015; Gromke and Blocken, 2015; Li et al., 2013; Xue and Li, 2017). Several Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes simulations coupled with the $k$–$\varepsilon$ realizable turbulence model are performed to investigate the flow pattern behind the solid and vegetative barriers. Different vegetation densities ranging from approximately flat terrain to nearly solid barrier are examined to evaluate the correlation between pollutant concentration and vegetation density. This paper provides deeper insight into roadside vegetation design characteristics in order to implement them as an air pollution mitigation strategy. Ultimately, the outcome of this study can be exploited by urban planners, land managers and regulatory organizations to implement different green infrastructure design options.

2. Governing equations

The Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations are employed to compute the flow and turbulence fields. Mass and momentum conservation equations for incompressible flow are defined as follows:

$$\frac{\partial \bar{u}_i}{\partial x_j} = 0 \quad (1)$$

$$\rho \frac{\partial \bar{u}_i}{\partial x_j} = -\frac{\partial \bar{p}}{\partial x_i} + (\mu + \mu_t) \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \frac{\partial \bar{u}_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial \bar{u}_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \quad (2)$$

where $\bar{u}_i$ and $\bar{u}_j$ are the averaged velocity components in $x_i$ and $x_j$ directions, respectively, $\mu$ and $\mu_t$ are the dynamic and eddy viscosities, respectively and the $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence model has been employed to compute the turbulence field. This turbulence model solves two transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy, $k$, and turbulent dissipation rate, $\varepsilon$ (Wilson, 1985). The $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence model includes different variations such as standard $k$–$\varepsilon$, Renormalization Group (RNG) $k$–$\varepsilon$, and realizable $k$–$\varepsilon$. All variations have similar transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate but they have different turbulent viscosity calculation methods, generation and destruction terms in the $\varepsilon$ equation, and different turbulent Prandtl numbers that govern the diffusion of $k$ and $\varepsilon$. Numerical simulation of dispersion around an isolated cubic building conducted by Tominaga and Stathopoulos (2009) showed that the standard $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence model provides inadequate results for the concentration field compared to the RNG and realizable $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence models. Numerical simulation of windbreak aerodynamics conducted by Bourdin and Wilson (2008) suggested that realizable $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence model is the optimal turbulence model to capture the windbreak aerodynamics. Therefore, this study utilizes the realizable $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence model to compute turbulent viscosity.

The vegetation exerts a drag force on the air flow. This flow obstruction can be represented by sink terms in the streamwise and vertical directions in the momentum equation.
\[ S_x = -\rho C_d LAD u U \]  
\[ S_z = -\rho C_d LAD w U \]  
(3)  
\( (4) \)

where \( \rho \) is air density, \( C_d \) is the bulk drag coefficient which depends on tree type and its density, and \( LAD \) is the leaf area density defined as the ratio of leaf surface area to the total volume occupied by vegetation. The \( LAD \) depends on the type of tree and varies with height over the tree crown. \( LAD \) typically varies between 0.5 and 2 m\(^2\)/m\(^3\) (Gromke and Blocken, 2015). The streamwise and vertical velocity components are denoted by \( u \) and \( w \), respectively and \( U \) is the velocity magnitude.

The wind permeability of vegetation canopy depends on the pore volume fraction and pore orientation to the flow. Pressure loss coefficient, \( \lambda \), is a good measure for the permeability of vegetation canopy. The pressure loss coefficient in the forced convection flows is defined according to:

\[ \lambda = \frac{\Delta p_{st}}{\frac{1}{2} \rho u^2 d} \]  
(5)

where \( \Delta p_{st} \) is the static pressure drop over the porous media and \( d \) is streamwise thickness. Pressure loss coefficient of vegetation shelterbelts formed by broad-leaved trees measured in forced convective flows by Grunert et al. (1984) are provided in Fig. 1 (reproduced from tabular values summarized in Gromke (2012)). In this figure, density \( \rho_s \) quantifies the branch arrangement in the shelterbelt. Unit value of \( \rho_s \) refers to the typical branch arrangement and cases with dense (\( \rho_s = 1.33 \)) and less dense (\( \rho_s = 0.67 \)) branch arrangements are investigated.

According to Fig. 1, pressure loss coefficient varies substantially from less than 1 to over 14. To address most of the vegetation shelterbelts in this study we adopted \( \lambda = 2 \) m\(^{-1}\). Raupach et al. (2001) proposed following relationship between bulk drag coefficient and screen pressure coefficient, \( \lambda \):

\[ C_d = \frac{\Gamma_{b1} \lambda}{\lambda + \Gamma_{b1} \lambda_1} \]  
(6)

where \( \Gamma_{b1} \) is the bulk drag coefficient for a solid fence here taken as \( \Gamma_{b1} = 1.07 \) according to Jacobs (1983) and, \( \lambda_1 = 1.5 \) is the empirical constant. Introducing \( \lambda = 2 \) m\(^{-1}\) in equation (6) results in \( C_d = 0.6 \).

As air moves through the vegetation barriers, leaves and branches disturb the mean flow and convert kinetic energy to turbulent kinetic energy. The generated turbulence has small eddy scales; therefore, it dissipates rapidly. The impact of canopy on turbulence field can be represented as follows:

\[ S_k = -\rho C_d LAD \left( \beta_p u^3 - \beta_d u k \right) \]  
(7)

\[ S_\varepsilon = -\rho C_d LAD \left( C_{44} \beta_p \varepsilon u^3 - C_{55} \beta_d \varepsilon \right) \]  
(8)

where \( S_k \) represents the turbulence generation due to vegetation elements, \( S_\varepsilon \) expresses the rapid dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, \( \beta_p \) is the fraction of the mean flow kinetic energy converted to turbulent kinetic energy, and \( \beta_d \) is the fraction of turbulent kinetic energy dissipated within the canopy. The different parameters and coefficients in the vegetation model were listed in Table 1.

An additional advection-diffusion equation is solved for a passive tracer gas to represent the road traffic emissions:

\[ \frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{u} C) - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla C) = Q \]

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \beta_d )</th>
<th>( \beta_p )</th>
<th>( C_{44} )</th>
<th>( C_{55} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Pressure loss coefficient for leaved vegetation shelterbelt measured by Grunert et al. (1984) (adapted from Gromke (2012)).
\frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (u_j \varphi) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( D_\varphi + \frac{\mu_t}{\rho S_{ct}} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \varphi \right) \quad (9)

where \( \varphi \) is the pollutant concentration, \( D_\varphi \) is the molecular diffusion coefficient and \( S_{ct} \) is the turbulent Schmidt number. The turbulent Schmidt number varies for different configurations and it should be determined according to the local flow characteristics and dominant flow structures.

Richards and Hoxey (1993) vertical profiles are utilized to specify the mean velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate variations at the inlet boundary condition for the neutral stratification:

\[ U(z) = \frac{u_*}{k} \ln \frac{z + z_0}{z_0} \quad (10) \]
\[ k = \frac{u_*^2}{\sqrt{C_p}} \quad (11) \]
\[ \varepsilon = \frac{u_*^3}{k(z + z_0)} \quad (12) \]

where \( U(z) \) is the wind speed at height of \( z \) above the ground, \( u_* \) is the friction velocity extracted from the logarithmic profile with the wind speed value at the reference height, \( k \) is the von Karman’s constant (0.41), \( z_0 \) is ground roughness length and \( C_p \) is a coefficient used to define the eddy viscosity in \( k - \varepsilon \) turbulence model.

3. Problem description

In this study, three main scenarios are studied: 1) flat terrain, 2) solid barrier with height of 1.5\( H \) and thickness of 0.5 m (\( H = 6 \) m), and 3) vegetation barrier with height of 1.5\( H \) and thickness of 1.5\( H \). To evaluate the influence of vegetation porosity, five different LAD were investigated. These include \( LAD = 0.17, 0.42, 1, 1.25 \) and 3.33 \( m^{-2} m^3 \). A summary of different scenarios is listed in Table 2.

Two line sources located at \( x = \pm 1.65H \) replicate the roadway emissions and the origin is located at the middle of the line sources. The line sources emit ethane as tracer gas. The solid barrier is located at \( x = 3H \) and the vegetation barrier starts at \( x = 3H \) and is extended to \( x = 4.5H \). Fig. 2 depicts a schematic of different scenarios. The wind speed is 2.98 m/s at height of 30 m and wind direction is perpendicular to the road. The utilized logarithmic boundary layer has a roughness length of \( z_0 = 0.27 \) m and a friction velocity of \( u_* = 0.25 \) m/s.

3.1. Numerical method

A two-dimensional incompressible steady computational fluid dynamic solver is employed to solve the Navier–Stokes equations using RANS technique. Due to the incompressibility of the flow, the pressure-based solver is chosen, which is traditionally implemented to solve low-speed incompressible flows. The SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm (Patankar, 1980) is chosen for coupling the velocity–pressure equations. Spatial discretization has been carried out using a least squares cell based algorithm for gradients, the second order upwind scheme for momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate and concentration. The residual target is that the normalized RMS (root mean square) errors for each conservation balance over the entire mesh reach to less than 10^{-5}.

A structured non-uniform grid is employed to discretize the computational domain. A schematic of computational grid for solid barrier scenario is shown in Fig. 3. The dimensions of computational domain in streamwise and vertical directions are 300 m and 100 m, respectively. The grid points are clustered near the ground, barrier and pollutant sources, where the velocity and concentration gradients are larger. The first grid close to the ground has a height of 0.25 m and it grows with an expansion ratio of 1.2. The grid refinement study showed that the computational grid with 18,000 cells leads to the required grid resolution.

In order to compare our results with wind tunnel data (Heist et al., 2009), concentration is reported in normalized form

\[ \chi = \frac{cL_y}{Q} \quad (13) \]

The turbulent Schmidt number is the ratio of turbulent (eddy) viscosity to turbulent mass diffusivity:

\[ S_{ct} = \frac{\mu_t}{\rho D_t} \]

The turbulent Schmidt number differs for different configurations and it should be determined according to the local flow characteristics and dominant flow structures (Flesch et al., 2002; Riddle et al., 2004; Thaker and Gokhale, 2015; Tominaga and Stathopoulos, 2013). Tominaga and Stathopoulos (2007) reported that the optimum turbulent Schmidt numbers for atmospheric dispersion are widely distributed in the range of 0.2–1.3.

In order to determine the optimum value for turbulent Schmidt number, three different turbulent Schmidt numbers \( S_{ct} = 0.4, 0.7 \) and 1 were examined. Fig. 4 shows the vertical normalized pollutant concentration distribution behind 1\( H \) high solid barrier at \( x/H \) = 7 for different turbulent Schmidt numbers and results are compared with wind tunnel data (Heist et al., 2009). At the lower turbulent Schmidt numbers, there is higher pollutant dispersion which causes decrease in ground level concentration and increase in elevated level concentration. The comparison of results with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Barrier type</th>
<th>Barrier height (( H = 6 ) m)</th>
<th>Barrier thickness</th>
<th>Drag coefficient (( C_d ))</th>
<th>LAD (( m^{-2} m^3 ))</th>
<th>Wind speed * (m s(^{-1} ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>No barrier</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>0.5 [m]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Vegetative</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Vegetative</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Vegetative</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Vegetative</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Vegetative</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>1.5( H )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Wind speed at height of 30 m.
wind tunnel data shows that using $\Sc_t = 0.4$ and $\Sc_t = 1$ under-predicted and over-predicted the ground-level pollutant concentration, respectively. These under-prediction and over-prediction in pollutant concentration can be interpreted by physical meaning and definition of turbulent Schmidt number. Based on equation (13), lower turbulent Schmidt number ($\Sc_t = 0.4$) means higher turbulent mass diffusivity and pollutant dispersion, consequently resulting in lower pollutant concentration close to the pollutant source. Therefore, $\Sc_t = 0.4$ under-predicts the ground level concentration. The pollutant concentration demonstrates a good agreement with experimental data at $\Sc_t = 0.7$. Therefore, this turbulent Schmidt number is chosen as the optimal value.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Streamlines and pollutant concentration

Fig. 5 depicts the contour of velocity and streamlines for flat terrain (case A), solid barrier (case B), and vegetation barrier (case C). For the flat terrain, the streamlines are mostly horizontal. The
solid barrier induces a significant vertical velocity component and deflects the streamlines. Moreover, there is a recirculation zone behind the solid barrier. On the other hand, the vegetation barrier creates a low wind speed region downstream. But similar to the solid barrier, a recirculation zone forms behind the vegetation barrier. However, due to the existence of the mean flow through the vegetation barrier, this recalculation is advected far downstream and it is not strong enough to induce an updraft motion and to raise the plume.

Fig. 4. Vertical distribution of concentration behind 1H high solid barrier at \(x/H = 7\) for different turbulent Schmidt numbers and wind tunnel data measured by Heist et al. (2009) (adapted from Hagler et al. (2011)).

Fig. 5. Contour of velocity and streamlines; (case A): flat terrain, (case B): solid barrier, (case C): vegetation barrier.

Fig. 6 shows the contour of pollutant concentration for different scenarios, flat terrain (case A), solid barrier (case B), and vegetation barrier (case C). The solid barrier induces an updraft motion which causes plume lofting and increases the pollutant dispersion. Therefore, solid barrier improves the air quality behind the barrier by effectively converting ground level source into an elevated source. On the other hand, the vegetation barrier reduces the wind speed which results in slower dispersion of the pollutant within or behind the canopy. It does not induce an updraft motion to raise the plume from the ground. Therefore, the presented case of the vegetation barrier increases the pollutant concentration. The pollutant concentration was averaged in the region \(0 < y < 3\) m and \(27 < x < 127\) m (\(x = 27\) m is the end of vegetation barrier, and the gradient of concentration becomes negligible after \(x = 127\) m). The averaged pollutant concentration in this region shows that the solid barrier improved the near-road air quality by 58% and vegetation barrier deteriorated the air quality by 15% with respect to the flat terrain. We examine the effects of different vegetation porosities in the next section.

4.2. Vegetation density effects on the flow pattern and pollutant concentration

In this section, the change of flow pattern and pollutant concentration with vegetation density are analyzed. Different leaf area densities ranging from approximately undisturbed flat terrain to nearly solid barrier are examined. A summary of these scenarios has been provided in Table 2 (cases C-G). The leaf area density varies in the range of 0.17–3.33 \(m^2/m^3\). Fig. 7 shows contours of velocity and streamlines for cases C-G with different leaf area densities \(LAD = 0.17, 0.42, 1, 1.25,\) and 3.33 \(m^2/m^3\). For cases D and E with leaf area density of \(LAD = 0.17\) \(m^2/m^3\) and 0.42 \(m^2/m^3\), there is no obvious change in the streamlines and the flow pattern approximately represents a flat terrain. As the vegetation density and leaf area density increases, the reduction in wind speed increases. For cases C and F with leaf area density of \(LAD = 1\) \(m^2/m^3\) and \(LAD = 1.25\) \(m^2/m^3\), there are two distinct zones behind the
vegetative barrier, a quiet zone immediately behind the vegetative barriers characterized by reduced turbulence and smaller eddy size. Further downwind lies a small and weak recirculation zone with increased turbulence. For case G with leaf area density of \( LAD = 3.33 \, \text{m}^2\text{m}^{-3} \), vegetative barrier acts as a solid obstacle that deflects the wind upward and compresses the flow streamlines over the top. The flow is lofted over the canopy and the recirculation zone is observed immediately downwind. As the leaf area density increases, the center of recirculation zone moves upward and towards the vegetative barrier. Also, the separation point moves toward the vegetative barrier, but the reattachment point remains roughly constant. Consequently, the size and strength of recirculation zone increases.

Fig. 8 depicts the contour of pollutant concentration behind the vegetative barriers with different leaf area densities \( LAD = 0.17, \ 0.42, \ 1, \ 1.25, \ \text{and} \ 3.33 \, \text{m}^2\text{m}^{-3} \). Initially, by increasing the leaf area density, the pollutant concentration behind the canopy increases. But as the leaf area density increases further, the pollutant concentration eventually decreases. The recirculation zone keeps the pollutant close to the barriers, resulting in decreased pollutant concentration away from the barrier for dense canopies (case G). The high LAD vegetation (case G) mixes the pollutant vertically by inducing recirculation mixing. Therefore, the concentration is more uniform with height compared to the low LAD vegetation (cases D and E). For the low leaf area density canopy (case D), the pollutant concentration contour is similar to the flat terrain while for the high leaf area density canopy the concentration is approaching that of the solid barrier.

Fig. 9 depicts the vertical distribution of normalized pollutant concentration for different canopy densities and a no-barrier scenario, at different distances from the roadway \( x/H = 7, \ 10, \ 15, \ \text{and} \ 20 \). As the vegetation density increases, the canopy induces more plume lofting. Therefore, the concentration profile is flatter for higher density canopies. At \( x/H = 7 \), the ground level concentration increases initially by leaf area density and it reaches to its maximum value at \( LAD = 1.25 \, \text{m}^2\text{m}^{-3} \). Further increasing the leaf area density leads to ground level concentration reduction. For instance, the normalized ground level concentration reduced to \( \chi = 15 \) for canopy with leaf area density of \( LAD = 3.33 \, \text{m}^2\text{m}^{-3} \) while it was \( \chi = 32 \) for \( LAD = 1.25 \, \text{m}^2\text{m}^{-3} \). At \( x/H = 10, \ x/H = 15 \) and \( x/H = 20 \), the ground level concentration has the same trend, but it reaches to its maximum value at \( LAD = 0.42 \, \text{m}^2\text{m}^{-3} \).

As mentioned earlier, there is no study that provides a quantitative correlation between the concentration and the vegetation porosity/density. In order to correlate the pollutant concentration and LAD, the pollutant concentration behind the canopy was averaged in the region \( 0 < y < 3 \, \text{m} \) and \( 27 \, \text{m} < x < 127 \, \text{m} \) and then the averaged value was normalized with the flat terrain concentration. Fig. 10 depicts the variation of averaged concentration for different leaf area densities. The averaged concentration behind the canopy is initially increasing with the LAD before it starts to decrease. Due to larger penetration of pollutants and the windbreak effect, the canopies with high porosity deteriorate air quality behind them. On the other hand, vegetative barriers with higher densities mitigate the air pollution behind them. Generally, in canopies with high porosity, the windbreak effects (i.e. low wind region) are more dominant compared to the vertical mixing (i.e. recirculation).
5. Conclusion

Several computational fluid dynamic simulations were carried out to evaluate the influence of solid and vegetative barriers on the flow pattern and near-road air quality. Three main scenarios including flat terrain, solid barrier, and vegetative barrier were studied. Also, five sub-scenarios with different canopy densities were examined. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

- The turbulent Schmidt number calibration showed that $S_{ct} = 0.7$ is the optimal value. $S_{ct} = 0.4$ and $S_{ct} = 1$ underpredicted and overpredicted the ground-level pollutant concentration, respectively.
- The solid barrier induces a vertical mixing and upward motion. This plume lofting decreases the ground-level pollutant concentration and improves the near-road air quality.
- As the vegetation density increases, the recirculation zone behind the canopy becomes stronger and moves toward the canopy.
- The dense canopies act in a similar manner as solid barrier and mitigate the pollutant concentration through vertical mixing and upwind deflection of the plume. For the modeled dense canopy with $LAD = 3.33 \, m^{-2}m^{-3}$, the near-road air quality was improved by 10% with respect to flat terrain. The solid barrier with the same height improved the air quality by 58%.

Fig. 9. Vertical distribution of normalized pollutant concentration at different distances from roadway ($x/H = 7, x/H = 10, x/H = 15, x/H = 20$) for different LAD and no-barrier scenario.

Fig. 10. Averaged pollutant concentration behind the vegetative barrier for different LAD.
• The high porosity canopies reduce the wind speed and stagnate the pollutant within or behind the canopy. For vegetative barrier with $LAD = 1 \text{ m}^{-2} \text{m}^{-3}$, the near-road air quality deteriorated by 15% with respect to the flat terrain.

• The examination of a wide range of vegetation density clarified that vegetation with low LAD deteriorates the near-road air quality, while dense canopies improve the air quality.

• The outcome of the current study can be deployed for green infrastructure design strategies in the urban planning and roadway configuration design.
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